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Overview
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate multitenancy via VRF-lite on supported Dell Networking switches
(S4810, S4820T, S5000, S6000, Z9500). Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) allows a physical router to be
partitioned into multiple Virtual Routers (VRs). The control and data plane are isolated in each VR so that
traffic does not flow across VRs, thus allowing for multiple different routing tables to co-exist within the same
physical L3 switch/router at the same time. Route leaking is also supported and allows for routes to ‘leak’ or
be distributed across VRs in a controlled manner.
In this whitepaper, VRF-lite is configured and validated on Dell S6000 switches. This paper is not meant to
provide a comprehensive overview of all options and features available for VRF-lite. For more information on
additional features and options for VRF-lite on S6000 and other supported switches, see the respective
Configuration Guide. For more detailed information on using VRF-lite in conjunction with network overlays in
virtualized environments, see the Dell Networking: Multitenancy Across Physical and Logical
Environments with VRF-lite and VMware NSX white paper.

Goals
•
•
•

Configure VRF instances on Dell S6000 switches via VRF-lite CLI commands.
Demonstrate multitenancy and route leaking.
Validate configuration and verify connectivity.

Resources Utilized
•

4

2 x Dell S6000 switches (Dell Networking OS 9.6)
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MultiTenancy and Use Cases with VRF-lite
VRF-lite supports multitenancy by allowing multiple different routing tables within one physical L3
switch/router. Figure 1 below demonstrates how an ISP can leverage VRF-lite to provide separate isolated
networks for customers without having to acquire and install additional hardware. Each customer below
utilizes the same IP address space (overlapping IP addresses). Such a setup can also be useful for
development and testing where traffic isolation is needed; the overlapping IP addresses can be used for
ensuring consistency between each development/test environment.

Example VRF-lite implementation

Another use case where VRF-lite can be incredibly helpful is in virtualized environments leveraging Network
Virtualization Overlays (NVOs) where multitenancy is also needed on the physical network when bridging
between logical and physical environments.

5
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For example, VMware NSX can be utilized to provide network virtualization and multitenancy in the logical
space. At the same time, if tenant workloads will be traversing both the logical and physical network, VRF- lite
can be used on the physical network. This will allow for multitenancy with overlapping IP addresses across
both the logical and physical network/resources. Figure 2 presents an example where each VXLAN Network
Identifier (VNI) on the logical network maps to a VLAN on the physical network. Each tenant logical switch
(represented by a VNI) connects to a different distributed logical router (not shown) in the logical space and
maps to a VLAN in the physical space.
Some example applications could be:
•

Mapping of non-virtualized resources (Ex: databases, file servers, etc) in the physical environment
that need to be part of a tenant’s environment where the physical resources for each tenant will also
utilize the same IP address space across all tenants.

•

Multitenancy across two remote locations with one location employing NVO and the other location
using traditional VLANs with VRF-lite on the physical environment.

For more detailed information on using VRF-lite in conjunction with network overlays in virtualized
environments, see the Dell Networking: Multitenancy Across Physical and Logical Environments with
VRF-lite and VMware NSX white paper.

VRF-lite used in conjunction with VXLAN Network Overlay in a virtualized environment

6
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Some important facts to be aware of in regards to VRF-lite are highlighted below.
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•

VRF-lite is a mechanism that keeps data segregated in a network by creating multiple logical routers
(a routing table per VRF) within a physical router.

•

VRF-lite allows network paths to be segmented (per domain or customer) without using multiple
devices. This is accomplished by the ability to have multiple different routing tables co-exist within the
same router at the same time.

•

By automatically segregating traffic, VRF increases network security and can eliminate specific needs
for encryption and authentication.

•

IP addresses can be overlapped among different VRF instances with every interface being part of a
VRF instance.

•

Within a VRF instance, routing information can be statically provisioned and/or can be exchanged
using dynamic routing protocols. All forwarding components are VRF aware and provisioned within
the context of a VRF instance.

•

Route leaking is supported across VRF Instances using static routes but not with dynamic protocol
routes, meaning any static or dynamic route can only be leaked or distributed to another VRF via
static route commands.

•

VRF-lite also works seamlessly in virtualized environments. See the Dell Networking: Multitenancy
Across Physical and Logical Environments with VRF-lite and VMware NSX white paper.

•

The VRF-lite feature is supported with Dell’s Virtual Link Trunking (VLT) multipathing technology.

•

The VRF IDs of virtual routers running on a given physical switch are not exchanged with virtual
routers running on other physical switches. Since VRF IDs are local to a router and no VRF
information is exchanged between routers, VRF-lite only has local significance. Trunking of different
tenant VLANs over the same link is possible since the VLANs will be unique; the L3 VLANs will
belong to different routing instances specific to a tenant.

•

VRRP or Proxy ARP used with VLT can be configured on interfaces that belong to a VRF instance. In
a virtualized network that consists of multiple VRFs, various overlay networks can exist on a shared
physical infrastructure. For more information see the Dell Networking: Multitenancy Across
Physical and Logical Environments with VRF-lite and VMware NSX white paper.

•

OSPFv2/OSPFv3, RIP, ISIS, BGP is supported both on physical and logical interfaces. Only OSPFv2
and BGP are supported on both default and non-default VRF ports; others are supported only on the
default VRF ports.
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•

VRF supports route redistribution between different routing protocols (including static routes) only
when the routes are within the same VRF.

•

VRF supports up to 64 VRF instances: 1 to 63 and the default VRF (0).

•

There is no restriction on the number of VLANs that can be assigned to a VRF instance.

•

The total number of routes supported in VRF is limited by the size of the IPv4 CAM.

•

Supported Platforms: S4810, S4820T, S5000, S6000, Z9500
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VRF-lite Example Lab Setup
Figure 3 displays the lab setup that will be used in this white paper. Two Dell S6000 switches connected via a
port-channel consisting of two 40 GbE ports are configured with VRF-lite. Figure 3 shows the three tenants in
this setup with each color representing a different tenant. Each tenant also has unique VLANs but use the
same IP addresses on their respective VLANs. A single port-channel connection between the S6000 switches
is used to carry all the tenants’ traffic.

Lab setup for S6000 with VRF-lite and overlapping IP address scheme

9
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S6000 VRF-lite Configuration

4.1

Top S6000 Configuration
For this setup, 2 x 40 GbE ports are used to create a port channel that connects to the bottom S6000 switch.
The configuration entered is shown below in black; comments are in brackets. Note, when entering the
configuration, the Tab key can be used for autocomplete.
enable
conf
hostname S6000_1
interface range fortyGigE 0/16 , fortyGigE 0/32
port-channel-protocol lacp
port-channel 10 mode active
no shutdown
exit
exit

Load VRF CAM profile and create two VRF instances.
feature vrf
ip vrf red 1
exit
ip vrf blue 2
exit

Add resources to the VRF Instances. Start with loopback Interfaces.
interface loopback 0 [Part of the Red VRF]
ip vrf forwarding red
ip address 172.16.1.1/24
exit
interface loopback 1 [Part of the Blue VRF]
ip vrf forwarding blue
ip address 172.17.1.1/24
exit
interface loopback 2 [Part of the Default VRF]
ip address 192.168.1.1/24
exit
interface port-channel 10
switchport
exit
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Create VLANs for the VRFs. Note the duplicate IP addresses in the different VRF instances.
interface vlan 10 [Part of the Red VRF]
ip vrf forwarding red
ip address 10.1.1.1/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 10 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
interface vlan 100 [Part of the Red VRF]
ip vrf forwarding red
ip address 100.1.1.1/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 100 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit

interface vlan 20 [Part of the Blue VRF]
ip vrf forwarding blue
ip address 10.1.1.1/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 20 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
interface vlan 200 [Part of the Blue VRF]
ip vrf forwarding blue
ip address 100.1.1.1/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 200 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit

interface vlan 30 [Part of the Default VRF]
ip address 10.1.1.1/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 30 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
interface vlan 300 [Part of the Default VRF]
ip address 100.1.1.1/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 300 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
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Add routing to the VRF instances.
router ospf 1 vrf red [Create OSPF instance on Red VRF]
router-id 100.1.1.10
log-adjacency-changes
network 10.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 100.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 172.16.1.1/24 area 0
exit
router ospf 2 vrf blue [Create OSPF instance on Blue VRF]
router-id 100.1.1.20
log-adjacency-changes
network 10.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 100.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 172.17.1.0/24 area 0
exit
router ospf 3 [Create OSPF instance on Default VRF]
router-id 100.1.1.30
log-adjacency-changes
network 10.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 100.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 192.168.1.0/24 area 0
end
write

This completes the configuration on the top S6000 switch. Next, configure the bottom S6000 switch.
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4.2

Bottom S6000 Configuration
For this setup, 2 x 40 GbE ports are used to create a port channel that connects to the top S6000 switch. The
configuration entered is shown below. Note, the Tab key can be used for autocomplete.
enable
conf
hostname S6000_2
interface range fortyGigE 0/16 , fortyGigE 0/32
port-channel-protocol lacp
port-channel 10 mode active
no shutdown
exit
exit

Load VRF CAM profile and create two VRF instances.
feature vrf
ip vrf red 1
exit
ip vrf blue 2
exit

Add resources to the VRF Instances. Start with loopback Interfaces.
interface loopback 0 [Part of the Red VRF]
ip vrf forwarding red
ip address 172.16.2.1/24
exit
interface loopback 1 [Part of the Blue VRF]
ip vrf forwarding blue
ip address 172.17.2.1/24
exit
interface loopback 2 [Part of the Default VRF]
ip address 192.168.2.1/24
exit
interface
switchport
exit

13
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Create VLANs for the VRFs. Note the duplicate IP addresses on the different VRF instances.
interface vlan 10 [Part of the Red VRF]
ip vrf forwarding red
ip address 10.1.1.2/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 10 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
interface vlan 100 [Part of the Red VRF]
ip vrf forwarding red
ip address 100.1.1.2/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 100 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
interface vlan 20 [Part of the Blue VRF]
ip vrf forwarding blue
ip address 10.1.1.2/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 20 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
interface vlan 200 [Part of the Blue VRF]
ip vrf forwarding blue
ip address 100.1.1.2/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 200 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
interface vlan 30 [Part of the Default VRF]
ip address 10.1.1.2/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 30 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
interface vlan 300 [Part of the Default VRF]
ip address 100.1.1.2/24
tagged port-channel 10 [Trunk VLAN 300 over port-channel]
no shutdown
exit
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Add routing to the VRF instances.
router ospf 1 vrf red [Create OSPF instance on Red VRF]
router-id 100.1.1.11
log-adjacency-changes
network 10.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 100.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 172.16.2.1/24 area 0
exit
router ospf 2 vrf blue [Create OSPF instance on Blue VRF]
router-id 100.1.1.21
log-adjacency-changes
network 10.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 100.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 172.17.2.0/24 area 0
exit
router ospf 3 [Create OSPF instance on Default VRF]
router-id 100.1.1.31
log-adjacency-changes
network 10.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 100.1.1.0/24 area 0
network 192.168.2.0/24 area 0
end
write

This completes the configuration for the bottom S6000 switch. Next, verify OSPF neighbor adjacencies on the
switches, validate the respective VRF routing tables, and verify connectivity per VRF instance.
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Test and Validate configuration and connectivity per VRF
instance
While still on the bottom S6000 console, confirm OSPF neighbors for the Default, Red, and Blue VRF
instances using the below commands.
how ip ospf neighbor
show ip ospf vrf red neighbor
show ip ospf vrf blue neighbor

Figure 4 below shows the output of these commands.

Displaying OSPF neighbors for both VRF instances
View the routing tables for the Default, Red, and Blue VRF instances. Note that the VRF routing tables have
some overlapping subnet entries.
show ip route
show ip route vrf red
show ip route vrf blue
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Figure 5 below shows the output of these commands.

Displaying routing tables for Default, Red , and Blue VRF instances
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Use the show ip interface brief vlan <vlan #> command to observe the overlapping IPs on different VLANs
on the same switch.
show
show
show
show
show
show

ip
ip
ip
ip
ip
ip

interface
interface
interface
interface
interface
interface

brief
brief
brief
brief
brief
brief

vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan

10
100
20
200
30
300

Figure 6 below shows the output of these commands.

Verifying overlapping IP addresses on different VLANs on the same switch
Use the ping command to verify connectivity for each VRF instance.
ping 192.168.1.1
ping vrf red 172.16.1.1 source ip 172.16.2.1
ping vrf blue 172.17.1.1 source ip 172.17.2.1
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Figure 7 below shows the output of these commands.

Verifying connectivity for each VRF instance via the ‘ping’ command
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Configure and Validate Route Leaking
It is possible to redistribute routes between a non-default to default/non-default VRF and vice-versa. This is
termed route leaking and can be accomplished via static routes. Route leaking will be demonstrated here.
On the top S6000 switch the 172.16.2.0/24 network in the red tenant will be redistributed into the routing table
of the blue tenant, and the 172.17.2.0/24 network in the blue tenant will be redistributed into the routing table
of the red tenant.
On the bottom S6000 switch the 172.16.1.0/24 network in the red tenant will be redistributed into the routing
table of the blue tenant, and the 172.17.1.0/24 network in the blue tenant will be redistributed into the routing
table of the red tenant.
Once complete, the redistribution can be validated by taking a look at the routing table of each tenant and
using the ping command.
First, enter the following commands on the top S6000 switch.
enable
config
ip route vrf red 172.17.2.0/24 172.17.2.1 vrf blue
ip route vrf blue 172.16.2.0/24 172.16.2.1 vrf red
end
write

Next, enter the following commands on the bottom S6000 switch.
enable
config
ip route vrf red 172.17.1.0/24 172.17.1.1 vrf blue
ip route vrf blue 172.16.1.0/24 172.16.1.1 vrf red
end
write
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Finally, validate the redistribution by looking at the routing tables (Figure 8). The new routing tables can be
compared to the original routing tables to confirm the changes. The 172.17.1.0/24 blue tenant network is now
reachable by the red tenant and the 172.16.1.0/24 red tenant network is now reachable by the blue tenant.

Updated routing tables on the bottom S6000 after route leaking configuration

21
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Figure 9 below shows similar respective results on the top S6000 switch.

Updated routing tables on the top S6000 after route leaking configuration
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Below in Figure 10 and Figure 11, route leaking is validated by using the ping command to confirm
reachability across tenants.

Validating route leaking on bottom S6000 using the ‘ping’ command

Validating route leaking on top S6000 using the ‘ping’ command
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Conclusion
In this white paper, we looked at the benefits of VRF-lite and how it can be implemented on Dell S6000
switches to achieve multitenancy. For more general information on additional features and options for VRFlite on S6000 and other supported switches see the respective Configuration Guide. For more detailed
information on using VRF-lite in conjunction with network overlays in virtualized environments, see the Dell
Networking: Multitenancy Across Physical and Logical Environments with VRF-lite and VMware NSX
white paper.
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